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High in the lower 60s
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On or off campus: The question remains
By Jamie McCalllster

Reporter
Because ofcost and lifestyle,
many students ponder. the
question to live on or off campus.
The price-of double occupancy residence halls rates, excludinga meal plan, range from
$880 to $975 per semester.
Rates for a two bedroom apartment range from $240 to $620
per month. This would be $480
to $1,240 per person for four
months.
.
"Marshall has a little under
13,000 students and about
1,700 live in the dorms," said

Linda Rowe, associate director
of residence life.
According to the Marshall
University Residence Hall fees
chart, costs per semester for
doubleoccupancyrentare$925
for Buskirk, Twin Towers $975,
Hodges, Laidley, and Holderby is $880.
"The Board of Trustees can
raise fees prior to next fall,"
she said. "Students must pay a
$50 damage deposit fee in addition to rent, th_ey may recoup
that if they move off campus."
Students who choose to live
off campus must also pay a
damage deposit. At Downtown
apartments, security deposits

range from $200to $250, Peggy
L. Lafon, office manager, said.
At Greentree and Spicetree
Apartments, security deposits
are the same as one month's
rent with the exception of stud ents renting for summer
school, manager Becky S. Huss,
said.
Security deposits are the last
month's rent, Jerry R Dyke,
vice-president ofFionn Group,
said.
The rent students pay to live
on campus is the only source of
income to pay for residence
halls fees. The residence halls
were built on bQnd and a mort~
gage must be paid.

"Housing is an auxiliary serApartment rates depend on
vice, we get no other money the number of people who live
than what we collect," Rowe in the apartments and the numsaid.
ber of bedrooms students
The money paid for residence choose to have.
hall fees goes toward a variety
Many students wh.o choose
of items including room fur- to live in apartments split the
nishings and a local telephone rent cost and often the utiliservice, Rowe said.
ties.
"Part of rent money goes to
At Downtown apartments,
paying off mortgage and the · rent for a two bedroom apartrest goes to staff and person- ment costs $340 a month plus a
nel," she said.
$250 security deposit and a oneMoney then goes to upkeep year lease.
and supplies, and "money left"The tenant pays for water
over goes to improvement and and electric," Lafon said. "We
a certain amount goes to resi- pay for basic cable and garbage
dent adviser's for activities,"
Please see COSTS, Page 6
she said.
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COLA

Candidate
meetings
continue
By Angela Henderson
Reporter

Meetings with the College of
Liberal Arts dean candidates
continue today with an administrator from Indiana.
Dr. bavid A Mccants, associate vice chancellor for academic affairs ·and professor of
communication at Indiana
University-Purdue University
Fort Wayne, will meet with
COLA faculty and students at
3 p.m. in the Memorial Student Center Alumni Lounge.
McCants has been a professor of communication at Indi- ana-Purdue since I98t.-He was
an associate professor from
1968-1981. He has also taught
communication at the University of Kentucky and Amherst
College.
In 1993, the Office of MultiPhalo by Takukl lwablJ
cultural Services at IndianaPurdue named him a Great
Bridget R. Nelson, St. Marys senior, counts duckweeds tor Ecology 320 In_the environment chamber In the science hall.
Men Then and Now Honoree
for his contributions to campus
diversity.
ENGUSH DEPARTMENT
McCants received his bachelor's degree in english, speech,
and drama from the University of Richmond. He received
his master's and doctoral de•-~·1·: : . ,~ ·. ,•••..~ . . . .••,~•::-(•~~ . • 0T: - ~
•
,·••• , •
grees in p~lic address and
By
Sbittton ·.. .
·. ·"bias in favo!:of th~~ who·~~ :.;.n~~~• spc,~,~ !~-~ -~~lution. · . ~~tors in ~e regis~ra~on group communication from
Reporter ·
,_
,to- regi~r ;89!ly'." Th~'po~CJ:.','ije.- ~d .i~.''1'~8.•i>ropose~ ~- ~rectory. The recomm~nc;la- Northwestern University.
has been in .effect since last cause"'thewholeconceptrs~ tionwas_forwarded_totheFacMcCants wrote a book for
gus;
·
ulty Senate for review.
Th; Department ofEngli~h's · ~mester. · - , ·
the •Great American Orators"
DremaStringer,aninstruc- series entitled -Patrick Henpolicy ofnot disclosing instruc- · - Student Seriate Resolution · 'Tfle administration is dotors teaching English_101 and No. 5, whith p$ssed Feb: 22, ing its best to i~ore the stu- tor Jn. the Com~unity ar:id .ry." He also wrote a selection
102 is the subject ofrecent res-. says the cun-ent policy •dis- . dents,"Warrensa_1d "Ifthe~e- TechrucalCoUege,1s~echrur- on PatrickHenryforthe •Amerolutionspassed by student and criminates ~nst students ·partment of English does this, woman of the commit~e. She ican Orators Before 1900" an.with special needs".' and if the other departments ~11 want said the recommendation.was thology. McCants has many
faculty committees.
passed because the commitU:e published journal articles and
Betsy Nordeen, acting chair- policy is changed "students to do it, too."
with
varied
_scheduling
needs
The
Studen~
Conduct
and
members
wanted to show their has presented several papers.
woman of the Department of
[will
be]
more
likely
to
get
the
Welfare
Committee,
composed
su~port
fo_r
the Student SenEnglish, said the policy was
He is a member of several
developed to allow for "'more time and/or the professor they of students and faculty, also ates posi1:ton.
professional societies and is
recently passed a recommen"We believe all departments active in the Fort Wayne comequitable distribution among desire."
Michael
Warren
former
sendation
addressing
the
policy
of
the many sections of English
munity.
101 and 102'" and to eliminate ator from the Coll• of Busi- not disclosing the names of in- Pkaae ate NAl•S, Page 6
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This & that
Bob Kerrey recalls
Vietnam days
OMAHA, Neb. (AP)Twenty-five years ago
yesterday, a young Navy
lieutenant named Bob
Kerrey led a group of Navy
SEAL commandos up a 350foot cliff and into the heart of
a camp of North Vietnamese
operatives.
Then one of his men
bumped into a sleeping
enemy soldier. In the ensuing
firefight a grenade mangled
one ofKerrey's legs, but he
hung on to issue instructions
for the next hour.
Kerrey won the Medal of
Honor for his work that
' night, but has mixed emotions about the award.
"I don't like to attach it to
myself and let people assume
somehow that I feel that I'm
particularly special as a
consequence of having
received it," he said recently.
He once thought about
refusing the medal, but
eventually came to terms
with his role in the war and
decided to accept it.
"You should never be
ashamed that you're willing
to fight and put your life on
the line for somebody else's
freedom."

Kathy Ireland buys
Santa Barbara home
WS ANGELES (AP) Michael Douglas and Kenny

Loggins are getting a new
neighbor, and they're probably not complaining. It's
Sports Illustrated swimsuit
model Kathy Ireland.
Ireland and her husband,
Dr. Greg Olson, bought a
century-old, five-bedroom
farmhouse in the exclusive
Santa Barbara suburb of
Montecito.
The two-acre property,
which includes a pond, was
purchased for close to $1.25
million, the Los Angeles
Times reported Sunday,
citing unidentified sources.
Ireland graces the cover of
this year's Sports Illustrated
swimsuit issue, along with
two other bikini-clad models,
Rachel Hunter and Elle
Macpherson.
Ireland has also appeared
in such films as "National
Lampoon's Loaded Weapon."

Barry Manllow knows
what he wants to eat
FARGO, N.D. (AP)Barry Manilow knows exactly
what he wants, down to the
teaspoon.
Precisely an hour before he
sings in Fargo next month,
he will dine on half a brojled
chicken, steamed green
beans, one large potato with
two teaspoons of margarine,
a small tossed salad, two
cups of cooked spaghetti with
a half-cup of tomato sauce, a
half-cup of frozen yogurt and .
a cup of tea with one tea-

spoon of honey. Or else.
Officials at the Fargodome
recently received the twopage menu, said Tad Carper,
the arena's sales and marketing manager.
"Please pay close attention
and follow these instructions
to th-e letter," his contract
with the arena states.
Requests for dressing room
food are common, but
Manilows menu is unusually
detailed, Carper said. The
food he eats even depends on
the day of the week. His
Fargo show is on a Monday.

York's Algonquin Hotel.
Director Alan Rudolph
invited Benchley to visit the
set in Montreal, then asked
him to play Vanity Fair
editor Frank Crowninshield.
The movie, scheduled for
fall release, a.tars Jennifer
Jason Leigh as Parker and
features Matthew Broderick,
Martha Plimpton, and
Campbell Scott as Robert
Benchley.

•Jaws' author wraps
up first acting Job

NEW YORK (AP) Rappers Salt-N-Pepa will be
spicing up the exercise video
market soon.
Salt (Sandy Denton), has
lost 40 pounds since the birth
of her son by running, cycling
and doing 400 stomach
crunches a day.
•Pepa (Cheryl James), also
a new mom, lost more than
10 pounds by cutting out fast
food and jogging on a tread-

PRINCETON BOROUGH,
N.J. (AP)-Author Peter
Benchley, who recently
wrapped up his first acting
job, doesn't think he'll be
trading his pen for a film
career any time soon.
"The phone hasn't been
ringing off' the hook with
acting off'ers," Benchley said.
"I don't expect it will be."
Benchley, who wrote
"Jaws," plays an editor who
fires writer Dorothy Parker
in the upcoming movie "Mrs.
Parker."
He got the role after calling
the filmmakers to offer his
expertise. Grandfather ·
Robert Benchley and Parker
both belonged to the famed
"round table," a group of
literati who gathered to
exchange bon mots at New

Salt-N-Pepa make
exercise video ·

mill.

"Motherhood can really
change your attitude," Pepa
told Us magazine in its April
issue.
Together with DJ
Spinderella (Dee Dee Roper),
they're marketing their
newfound love for exercise
with a video, due out i~ the
fall, tha~ feat,ures their hits
"Shoop" and "Push It."
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Wednesday, March 16, 1994
1 - 4:00 p.m.

n Morris Room
mori.a l ·S tudent Center·
Pre-registration required
For Further Details,
Contact The Placement Center
696-2370
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Businessman says Clinton broke no laws
WASHINGTON (AP) - An Arkan-

sas businessman at the center of the

"I don't see any crime that's apparent
Whitewater affair says President and
Mrs. Clinton didn't break any laws, but that Mrs. Clinton may have committed."
they did break their word.

And he can't figure out why.
James McDougal
"It ia VffY stupid," James McDougal
said.
McDougal, who co-owned Whitewater
White House special counsel Lloyd
Development Corp. with the Clinton11,
said the first family agreed by contract Cutler declined comment, saying the
to tum over corporate documents by matterwasinthehandsoftheClinton's
June 1, 1993. The papers, which he said personal attorney David Kendall.
Kendall could not be reached at his
were given to Hillary .Rodham Clinton,
are needed for his 1993 income tax office and did not return a message left
at his home.
filing.
Special counsel Robert Fiske has the
"I wish they'd send them on down to
me," he said on ABC's "Thia Week with originals; McDougal said he wants the
David Brinkley.• McDougal bought out Clintons' copies, and has sought them
theClintons' interest in the Whitewater through his attorney for months.
McDougal, who once worked for
land venture after his election.

Clinton's gubernatorial office, owned ·
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan,
the failure of which is the subject of a
federal inquiry. Investigators studying
the thrift's ties to Whitewater want to
know if any S&L deposits ended up in
Clinton's gubernatorial campaign coffers.
When asked about the accusation,
McDougal snapped, "That's a Republican lie."
He strongly defended the Clintons,
saying the president is "guilty of committing no crime.• McDougal added, "I
don't see any crime that's apparent
that Mrs. Clinton may have committed.•
McDougal's appearance came on a
day when the morning talk shows were
dominated by Whitewater.
White House special counsel Lloyd

Cutler appeared on three shows, carrying the administration's new strategy:
Concede to mistakes that gave the appearance of a coverup, argue that the
Clintons were forthright and guilty of
no wrongdoing, and resist congressional
hearings.
The White House is scrambling to
maintain public confidence after revelations of private White House briefings with Treasury Department officials.
"The two things I believe will become
clear in the end is that no effort was
made by anyone in the White House to
influence the Treasury decision and
that, in fact, the Treasury and RTC
decisions did not change the decisions
to refer the case to prosecutors," Cutler
said.

Differences with China are narrowing
VLADIVOSTOK, Russia
After two days of
gloomy reports, Secretary of
State Warren Christopher
gave an upbeat assessment at
the conclusion of his visit to
China.
"I find the differences between China ahd the United
States are narrowing somewhat,• he said.
But President Clinton, attending an intA!Tnational jobs
conference in Detroit, said, "I
was disappointed at the results rx the meeting with the
secretary of state."
•0ur policy is the same.
We'll just have to wait and see
whathappensbeweennowand
June, when the United States
must decide whether to renew
China's most-favored-nation
trade status.
•rn make a judgment at the
appropriate time," Clinton
added.
Christopher said the Chinese turned over information
about political prisoners,
agreed to procedures to inspect
suspect sites of prison labor,
and agreed to try to resolve
• remaining emigraticm matters.
From China Christopher
flew to Russia where he met
for two hours with Foreign
Minister Andrei Kozyrev for
what they described as a detailed diacussion ofBosnia and
other iasues.
After the meeting in the Siberian port city ofVladivostok,
(AP) -

Kozyrev said they agreed to
work together to bring peace
to Bosnia, but he stopped short
of saying that Russia would
pressure the Serbs to join the
agreement reached by Croats
and Bosnian Muslims.
"We think there are opportunities now," Christopher
said. -illere is a moment of
momentum and we want to try
to capitalize on it." .
He said that Russia and the
United States would work together on ways to extend the
cease-fire now in place around
Sarajevo.
Kozyrev also briefed Christopher on his recent trip to the
MiddleEastwherehemetwith
PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat
and Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin.
Kozyrev predicted the two
parties would soon resume negotiations.
.
Christopher's final meeting
in China was with Foreign
Minister Qian Qichen who be
said told him that the Chinese
side now understands the
views of the United States on
human rights.
Despite the secretary of
state's cautiously upbeat assessment, there were no public statements from the Chi-
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nese indicatingthey were ready
to yield to U.S. demands for
human rights reform.
Rather, Qian told a separate
news conference that China
and the United States would
continue to have different human rights concepts •for a long
time to come.n
Qian also warned that if the
United States withdraws
China's low-tarifftrade status,
aa Washington has threatened
to do over human rights, U.S.
businessmen •win not be able
to enter the Chinese market."
The United States baa in:
sisted the Chinese make significant progress toward improving human rights as the
price for getting renewal of
trading preferences for goods
entering the U.S. market.
The so-called most-favorednation trading status expires
in June.
The Washington Post reported that Christopher had
offered the Chinese a compromise plan aimed at ending the
annual struggle over human
rights and trade privileges.
The Post said in yesterday's
editions that rather than mandate specific steps, the United
States would require Beijing
only to show general progress
in human rights.
It said this would be a significant retreat from President
Clinton's campaign rhetoric,
which included criticism of
former President Bush for•coddling dictators.•

The U.S. has insisted the Chinese make progress toward improving human rights.
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CIA tells overseas agents to lie low,
reviews cases and suspends plans
NEW YORK (AP)-The arrest ofan alleged spy inside the
CIA has prompted the agency
to suspend some operations
abroad and review some of its
most important cases over the
past decade, The New York
Times reported.
The CIA also baa told many
clandestine operatives to lie low
until it completes itsinvestiga-
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tion, the newspaper said.
The Feb. 20 arrest ofAldrich
H. Ames, a former Soviet counterintelligence branch chief
accused of spying for Moscow,
has forced the CIA to reopen
the files on hundreds of cases
involving drug operations, a
defector, and even the death of
one of it s own officers,The
Times said.
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$8,5QO t,o: their aiil.ari~ :.!!.C?!!I with i n ~ for
w.vL SupremeCourt justices, the attomey general
and th~ govemor. . .
- ·
.
.
Lawmakers have been saying for weeks that state
universities need to tighten tl\e reins to compensate
a $1,000 pay raiae for faculty. They~ the ~oo~•
should be able to finance the raises with the little bit
the state is willing to give them. They have basically
said the state cannot afford to give higher education
more money for raises.
But like manna from heaven, members of the Legislature could receive an $8,500 raise. The raise could
mean for a standard eight-hour workday Legislators
would get $250 per day-$31.25 per hour-for their
60 day session.
When the pay raise passed the house, one ofHunti,n~n•s own democratic re~r~s~n~tives pushed for
the raise. In fact, Speaker ofthe House Chuck Chambers proposed the $15,000 raise. Another del~te
suggested a raise to $12,000, but Chambers 881d the
$15,000 would attract people to the Legislature who
would do the job.
Everyone knows legislators are extremely underpaid for the longhours thatthey put in, but the ti~g
is otl'here. West Virginia needs to find ways to bnng
in more money before it can afford to finance a pay
raise of this magnitude.
If universities must limit spending and cut jobs,
legislators need to tighten up as well.
After Gov. Gaston Caperton's State of the State
Address, it seemed as if state government was going
to cut spending. Caperton said the state needed to
limit state government, this doesn't look like a step in
that direction.
But for us the message is clear - higher education
takes a back seat in this state.

Parthenon
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•

Number 79

The Parthenon, Marshall University's newspaper, is
published by students Tuesday through Friday during
the fall and spring semesters. . .
.
Responsibility for news and editorial content hes
solely with the editor.

Maureen Johnson--------Edltor
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Patricia Taylor-----News Editor
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letters
Citizen's group
will be heard

The Parthenon
encourages

Totheecllton

This year Concerned Citizens
ofWest Virginia backed an Initiative/Referendum Bill and a
Referendum Only Resolution
in the Senate and House plus a
third Resolution-Initiative,
Referendum and Recall in the
House.
All three bills got thumbs
down in both houses again!
Yet to our amazement we
hear the Legislators support
that the Citizens should have
the privilege ofreferendum on
at least five issues; School
Building Funds, Riverboat
Gambling, Video Lottery,
Death Penalty and the Homestead Act.
Why? This being an election
year, they don't possess the
courage,,to4'ote for or against
the issue.
We will have records of all
roll call votes.
Send.S.A.S.E. for a copy to
Concerned CitizensofWestVirginia, 101 Laurel ·Ridge, Scott
Depot, WV .25560.
·: 1

letters to the
editoron topics of

interest to the
Marshall University
coml'flJnity.
Letters should be typed and
include the author's name,
hometown, class rank or title,
and a telephone number for
verification.
The editor reserves the right
to edit letters for space and
potential libel.
Address letters to:

Letters
The Parthenon
311 Smith Hall
Huntington, W.Va.
25755

•,

I was just wondering. After
all ofthe ridiculous accusations
you made toward myself and
other conservatives, in your
March IO letter, which were supposedly. based on my letter, I
don't know how you could have
~~"l
possibly read it.
. _
Lou and Vllorts ·Allen
Nowhere in my letter did I
S.A.S.E. mention that conservatives felt
'politically staved,' nor did I
Writer should
mention anything that would
lead to that conclusion.
have read letter
I did say, however, that "I am
not deploring these [liberal]
To the ecllton
ideas, because those who express
Ms. Conway, did you read them should have the opportunity to do so, following their
my March I letter?
~

~

• • 'l --"11

rights given them by the 'Freedom of Speech' amendment.,.
Further into the letter, I did
mention that "...the conservativevoice is often left. the shadows. This is the fault of no one
but us, the conservatives."
Not once did I mention that
conservatives feel beaten, or as
you put it "staved."
Also, Ms. Conway, as I quote
from your letter, "Show me a
place where 'liberalism' is
shoved down our throat..." is
another comment that had no
justification.
I will say again, liberals as
well as conservatives should
haye the right to express their
views.
I would like to comment on
one cheap shot that you did
make, "While you're looking, get
a dictionary." What is that supposed to mean?
Ms. Conway, please use a different plea to us in your next
letter to the editor, rather than
your emotional one that was
used in the letter that I have
spoken about.
Before I end this, I would like
to address one more comment
that Ms. Conway made: "What
is all of this us/them crap?
l thought the battles of the
sweeping consensuses were
stopped on the playground."
- Obviously, Ms. Conway,
whether I feel this way or not,
you must feel that it is still us/
them, or you would not have
written your March 10 article.

Write a letter to the editor.

Cecil Leep
Huntington junior
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Counselors help students Jiotl college aid
By Wllllam R. Mcl<enna
Reporter

There are two types ofStafford Loans,
subsidized and an unsubsidized versions.
Toney said, the only difference is the
federal government pays .the interest
the past several months informing stu- ~ ~.
for students who are awarded the subdents ana their parents about ways to part-tim~. students, and everyone who
;Students can also get help through sidized loan. The unsubsidized loan
meet college costs.
.
. .
is eligi~le for11 Pell Grant receive_s,on~. •.loans. ·
· ', ·•. ·
~
. __r~uires stud~nt;i.s ~ _par the i,nterest'. ·
-We go ~to ~e high schools and set
~It 1s federal!>' funded ·thro~h ~ ..
~~ ~~ence be~weeQ. a grant. ~ , ~r-! Inte_re~-o,n-~~~it~d lo.a ns is cur~
up financial &1d workshops," Jack entitlement basis," Topey said. 1 .• - • r •lo~.'.ls, stucfents have to pay back die rentTy'6.2·percent. ,,
·,.
·
T~ney, interim de~ ~f financial aid, , . . . The maximum"-~ount -'o f~oney loan, Toney said.
i • •
. . _ ct:· ';§F ~ ~LUS Loat_1 is a loan paren-t s ta~e
881d. 'The counselors WIil set up a work.:,; ·awarded to students·1s $2;3~." - ·· ·• · ~e de~t ,1-ioesn't grow wpi~e m sch~~ :J' ~t c:ftr~ Qf tht~~Uflen~: Ipte~est
shop for ~tude~~- Then we go_,to ~e ' ' ~ ~e ·Supplemental:.Educational Op- . because 1pterest doesn't ~gm accrui~· 'ralef are lii~er ari.'d,..ri'iterest accrues
high school aq(J provide the students'- ,<itunity:Grant is given to students untilninemonthsafterleavingschool," while the student is in school.
parentswithiriformationandpelp'.jllem . Qased on need, he said: Those awarded he said.
.
'The parents do have to make payfill out forms. Thi_s _is not a ~~~png , gr~ts are ~~hosen byed \~n fin~cial
There are four types oflqans for whi~~:"' -fueni_s 6n the·p'rinc'iple and the interest
tool for Marshall, Just a way tg PI"9:fide;~n~pn~pow much l!lOney 1s available. studen~ can apply.
-.,:;,, , ~ 1r ".: while ·the· Jtudenttf.; are in school," he
information:"
.
, ·/·-:~ ,~o: uistitutioJlal grants, tlie MU
A Federal Perkins Student Loan said. .,.;,,;:,•,,,, .. ~- 'li
Aside fu>m helping with th¼ortnsv G~t, _and the W~sf Virgi~ia Higher (FPSL) has an interest r~te of five perOther programs students may look
1
the workshop organizers ~sist in help- - Edµcation nrant (WyHEG), are only cen~ afld is available to fu1} or pa~-.ti,n_e_., . into,are the Work,Study ·Program and
ing find the types of aid that,~re)vail- ' ·a:yailaBle ~ West Vir~nia residents.
students.
·
, · , · :, - . , the ;Fed~al Student Jobs PrQgram.
able, he said.
, -~; . , · . . ~§hey, ieceived from the MU G~ant
"The Stafford Loan, the PLUS Loan,
The work stu~y;.prpg:ram is based on
For undergraduate students,-,..fow va~~-~ the WVJ-IEGgenerally gives and the Supplemental Loflll are,fed~;t:~~' .• canJp1,1~. g;hjngst:u!tentsf\Y.e to 20 hours
types ofgrants are availab~e. A gr~t is cl~s.~ to . 70. percent of the .student's fai_nily educational loan progra~s," ~-e ,. ~f ~or~~~ m~i~?~.Vffg~. T,h~ Feder~l
federal or state money_ given to 'stu- , , tmtiotf and fees.
~.
~ai~. wi:11o~ are done extern~t1>f t~e " ~'$t:ti<fent .n>~s ?f9~~µ:i ·is ru,n rthrough
dents that does n~t req~ire repaymen~....- '. !"- Ma.r shall ~tudent would ha~e re- mstitut1ons_through banks, savmgs_and · t~l!'J?lac~en( ~ehtei'; ~d it tries to
A Pell Grant 1s available to full !)r cerved $695-this semester, he said.
loans, or third party lenders.~
'° • · ·help studentsi1nd'jobs off campus.

"Everyorie who is eligible for a Pell Grant receives one. It is federaUy funded
through ·an entitlement basis."
·
State university and college student
Jack Toney
financial aid officers have been active
Interim Dean of Financial Aid

<·

Students-Wan:t new look tor studenf·ceriter
'

By lirln a. Robertson
Reporter

.. ..., ~! ..,, .. -

', ry sh~p. and a SI\ack bar featuring

Fastfood, agreek store, updated electronics games and videos are items :
some students want added to the Me- ··
morial Student Center, because they
say it doesn't offer enough ofwhat they
want.
A frequent requ'est among students is
for a fast food restaurant. The center
offers a cafeteria,which sells , · Pizza
HutPanPizza's,SweetSensationspast,, .

candy; popcorn, gwn and similar items.
"I commute, but ~don't spend a lot of
time in the Student Center, because
there iis. .,nothing · to do and I would
rather go;somewhere else to eat," Joseph A 13take, Barboursville freshman
said.
Denise Cyrus, St. Albans senior, said
she lives on campus but doesn't spend a
lot of time in ·the Student Center. If
there were fast food restaurants, she is
sure many people on or near campus ·

.·, ,1 :·

, ,l

~

, -,·•01 •

#

would eat there.
. . ' "center needs to be \lprl~ted. ' ·
Mona K. Arnold, Director of Auxilia~..;., ·'Su'ggestions 1nchide· a.room~th a
ry Services, said there are no firm plans. -Bega Systems and -games· to play, rein place for fast food in the center, btit Placing.the bowling alley with a video
the second floor patio is going to be rental store, and opening. a ·store that
renovated this summer. It will be avail- • offers items for members offraternities
able for outside dining and rented for and sororities. . , .
meetings.
'Th~re is no 1'lOre w, can do to upThe center has study areas, a ~me grade the bowling lanes, and we realize
room, a bowling alley, a commuter that is not something st1:1:den~s want
lounge, and Marco's, which provides a rightnow,bµtwewouldliketokeepthe
variety ofevening entertainment. Some lanes around for preservation," Arnold
students/ however, say they think the said.
·
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.Expires 3-21-94
Valid at participating locations only. Not .valid with any
other offer. Taxes not included where applicable. Disabled carryout
customers may request special accommodations.No coupon necessary.
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Reporter

Ifsomeoneyouknowhashad
a little too much sunshine in
their lives, then maybe you
need to get that per son in the
dark.
The hallucinogen LSD is a
drug that has showed up again
across the country and around
Marshall's campus.
This topic was discussed at a
lunchbagseminargiven by Dan
Martin, assistant professor of
health, physical education, and
recreation.
"Some people think LSD is a
new drug, but it has been
around since the 1940's," he
said
He said LSD was first synthesized in 1938 from a fungus
called ergot. The psychoactive
properties were first discovered
in 1943, he said.
"Most people didn't know
about LSD in the'40s and '50s,
but in the '60s the drug was
discovered by youths and the
use skyrocketed," he said.
He said that Dennis Leary, a
famous activist ofthe '60s, was
one·of the first ones who said
that LSD was a great way ex-

•

press creativity. The cost of
LSD was also a factor in such
high use, he said.
"LSD is very cheap and very
easy to hide which makes it
popular," Martin said.
When someone is on a LSD
trip, the user never knows what
might happen, he said.
"LSD alters the whole central nervous system and brain.
Some may use LSD once and
have a bad experience, and then
someone else may use it 50
times and never have a bad
experience," he said.
Some other names of LSD
include sunshine, acid, barrels, and illusion, Martin said.
Martin said ifyou run across
a friend who is on a LSD trip,
the main thing to do is to remain calm and quiet.
"The more noise and outside
stimulations there are, the
more likely the person will become scared and possibly violent," he said.
"What you should do is do
get the person in a quiet room
and get the person to relax and
stay with the person until you
can get help from som~one who
can handle the situation," he
said.

•
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LSD makes comeback
By Robert Taylor
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By GARY LARSON

Calvin and Hobbes
'!ES!
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'1lHEG.EEEE/

LARGE HOUSE 6BR, 21/2 baths.
1 mile from campus. Available in
May. $1,050 mo. Call 523-7756.

529-3902
.Mon. • Fri.
10:30 am• 5 pm

RITTER PARK ONE BR Furnished
cottage apt. Available April 1. W/
W. carpeting. Off-street parking.
One quiet, mature, non-smoker
preferred. Call 522-3187

✓ Furnished
✓ 2 BR - 2 Baths

, , ''·" . h;

.,

ALASKA ASHERIES·Summeremploymenf Earn up to $15,000
this summer in canneries, processors, etc. Male/female. No
exp. necessary. Roomjboard/
travel often provided. Guaranteed success! (919) 929-4398
ext A87

$5.00 OFF

: Any new or transferred
1
p rescription
over $30.00

l
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•• . •...
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or

:

: Any

·..c:1
<>

I
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I

$3.00 OFF

new or .tra.nsferred
prescr1pt1on
under $29.99

Excludes birth control and
diabetic products
Expires April 22, 1994

L-----------------J

CRUISE JOBS! Students
Needed! Earn up to $2,000+/
month working on cruise ships
or land-tour companies. World
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Summer and full
time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more
information call: Cruise Employment Services (206) 634-0468
ext. C53~6

ATTENTION STUDENTS: Earn
extra cash stuffing envelopes at
. home. All materials provided.
Send SASE to Midwest Mailers
P.O. Box 395, Olathe, KS66051.
Immediate response.

Coupon also good on
insurance co-payment

:

'"·

GREEKSANDCLUBS EARN $50$250 FOR YOURSELF PLUS up
to $500 for your club! This
fundraiser costs nothing and
lasts one week.. Call now and
receive a free gift. Call 1-800932-0528 Ext. 65.

Dishwasher
✓ Security Design

NOW LEASING ✓ Res. .Manager

~

SPRING BREAK - From $299
Includes: Air, 7 nights Hotel,
Transfers, Parties and Morel
Nassau / Paradise
Island ,
Cancun, Jamaica, San Juan. Earn
FREE trip plus commissions as
our campus rep!. Call 1-800-9BEACH-1

✓

.

,. •.,,,.,.

PARKING available. 6th Ave. and
Elm St. $75 per semester. Call
429-2369 or 522-2369 after 4
pm.

Health Club

......................................__...... _..,......

1._"
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ClaSSifieds

obtain the names of the instructors by simply calling the
Department ofEnglish," Mead
said. "I don't think these measures will help students.
"The intent ofthe policy was
never to hide information from
students," she said. "We were
just trying to create better distribution among sections. I
think it is good to mainstream
students instead of specializing classes."

✓

~16556thAve.~

•w

\

Parth""'"'""."

~cet~

_\ \p,n,

R\G\\T, 13\li" 1Wt.R'c:'S O'lt.R
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R£0\J\R£'S GIJR \MMB)\f<.TE.
M~O UKl)\\I\OED A.TT8{\\0~.

TR()J'elt ' ,.:;:~~ ...,.,I

\

should list the names. of instructors if they know who is
teaching the class," Stringer
said. "WehopetheFacultySenate will agree with us."
Dr. Joan Tyler Mead, acting
dean of the College of Liberal
Arts and former chairwoman
of the Department of English,
said she thinks the resolutions
are the result of a misunderstanding about the policy.
"Students and advisers can

I
I

by Bill Watterson

T1'.Li A.'20\JT L\JC'('
No.-1 '{OJ Qt,\ \)0
'(O\Jll \\OMEWCR\'.. MIO
~O'J 'tb(t GET" \l--1

NAMES

I

Making sure not to disturb their quarry, nature lovers
would approach the glass slowly, hoping to get a
good look at the normally shy dessert animals.

" ll's a cute trick, Warren, but the Schuberts
are here for dinner, so just 'abracadabra'
this thing back to where It was."

From Page 1

collection."
"We only allow two singles in
a two bedroom apartment,"
Lafon said.
A two bedroom, one bathroom, unfurnished apartment,
atthe Cavaliercosts$395,Huss
said
Apartments in the Fionn
Group range from one to four
bedrooms with a price range of
$240 to $425 a month. All utilitie11 are paid except telephone
and cable, said Jerry R. Dyke,
vice-president ofFionn Group.
"A one year lease is $590 for
four people or a 9 month lease
from Aug. to May is $620 or
$155 per person," Huss said.
Aside from paying rent, students who live on campus must
have a meal plan Rowe said.
According to the residence hall
fee rate chart, a stud~t can
get a19-meal plan at$965, a15meal plan at $930, or alO-meal
plan at $860.

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE
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AA CRUISE & EMPLOYMENT
GUIDE Earn big$$$+ travel the
world free! (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii, Asia). Hurry busy spring
and
summer
·seasons
approacing. FREE student travel
·club membership! Call (919) 9294398 Ext. C87

. TYPING or WQrd Processing for
· Rea.• sonabie rates. Call 522-3097

<:\ejm papers, resl!mes,.~

WEDDING. PHOTOGRAPHY
EXTRAORDINAIRE
800 gic).7775
'

FOUND March 10 - One set of
keys in Smith, Hail. Near languaee lab, 4th Floor. Call 6965116 to Identify.

C

ADOPTION Couple longs to adopt
infant. Will pay counseling, medical, legal fees. Call (800)4970017
ADOPTION Happily married childles~ couple wishing to adopt a
white, infant. Willing to pay medicaljlegal expenses. Call collect
202-244-2151

TH E PART H E N O N

Br Brian Baller
Reporter
A Twin Towers East resident has been arrested for
destruction of property after reportedly damaging
University Exxon by shooting lead anchoring nails with
a slingshot from h is dormitory window.
John Benton Dolin, 18, of
Peytona, W.Va.,was arrested Wednesday by the Marshall University Police Department. He·is required to
appear in Magistrate Court
on a mis.demeanor charge,
according to Captain James
Terry.
The arrest stems from an
incident March 8, in which a
attendantat University Exxon, 1855 Fifth Ave., reported hearing unknown objects
hitting the roof of the building. He also reported that
one of the objects broke the
rear window out of a 1987
Audi parked on the lot.
In an unrelated incident,
a Charleston man was arrested on campus Friday on
the charge of public intoxi-

cation. Charles Douglas
Felder Jr., 25, was stopped
by MUPD officials at the
1800 block of College Avenue. Felder is not enrolled
at Marshall.
Other incidents that took
place were:
• A student reported March
4 that her wallet had been
stolen. Reportedly, the wallet had been left unattended
in the Smith Music Hall.
Police reports show the wallet contained $60.
• A student reported March
4 the rear window wing from
his 1984 Ford Mustang had
been removed. The victim
placed the value of the wing
at $120.
• A student reported March
4 that a signal light and
mounting bracket had been
removed from his 1987 Nissan truck while it was
parked at the Memorial Student Center.
Editors note: The Marshall
University Police Department refuses to release the
names 'of any crime victims.
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C-lub provides tax
help for students
eration. These sites are spaces
set aside in libraries, colleges,
shopping malls etc. They are
A wise man once said that manned by volunteers who
death and taxes are the only must complete training that
things that are certain in life, consists of a certification test
but he said nothing about the consisting of three parts. The
student
cost of preparing the
must
p a s s
return.
The Ac- The MU Acounting Club is
e a ch
part of
co un ting offering Volunteer Income
the test
Club at Marwith a
shall has at- Tax Assistance through
te mp ted to April 15.
mini mum
alleviate this
score of
problem.
This group of students has suc- 80%. Training for the test is
cessfully completed training to provided in a classroom setoffer the IRS sponsored pro- ting or in the.form of selfstudy.
gram VITA(Volunteer Income
Volunteers are from all backgrounds. They are normally
Tax Assistance).
Margot Morris, Vice-Presi- schooled in accounting, but also
dent of the Accounting Club, is are retired people, professionthe site coordinator of the pro- als, and law students.
Evelyn Gossert said, "It
gram.
The program, in effect for amazes me the number of peoover 20 years, is set up to help ple that participate each year
people on their tax returns, but and the number that returns.
are unable to seek traditional It's difficult work and the peotypes ofhelp. The assistance is ple receive no money and they
are dedicated. It's not ju st the
free.
There are 110 VITA sites in old people but the young ones
West Virginia currently in op- as well. .

Br John M. Corlell
Reporter

'The Last Temptation of Christ'
subject of religions film seminar
The World Religions Seminar film_series continues this .
week with a controversial film
on the life of Jesus Christ.
Part one of-rile Last Temptation of Christ" will be shown
Wednesday at noon in Harris
Hall 403. Part two will be
shown March 23. The film is
being split so that discussion
about it can take place, according to Dt. Clayton L. McNearney, professor ofreligious studies and faculty adviser for
-World Religions Seminar.

The film is a fictional account of Jesus' life.
The film · caused protests
when it was releasedin1988,
partly because of a love scene
featuring Jesus and Mary Magdalene during a fantasy sequence in which Satan tempts
Jesus wiht a vision ofhis life as
an ordinary man.
McNearney said the group's
purpose was to have "a real
dialogue between those people
interested in the whole phenomenon of religion." .
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SIERRA SALONtrAN YOUR HIDE
Tanning, Hair, Nail and Gift Salon
Call for

MU DISCOUNTS
u~='.:±!£~ ~e!<=-:H
=ru
=·r stylists: Catherine
Belvin and Brian Boyd
525 9th Street

697-1931
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Study reveals
best condoms
for protection

Billboard promotes kin_d nes·s
AdvertiSer says says sigri Win appear around city. .
By Chrla Koenig
Reporur

-

.C__,.·,11• Ad!
'

It's a far cry from "Place
Your Ad Here~ ·..
· . ?It'~aae,s.tui:ei,fgoodwill,"
_ aajd.JeBBe Crowe, vice president and general manager
of·McWhortei• Outcloor Advertising an<! spoQapr ~fthe
billboard_t.Ji,t'.i;~il.. "Commit a Randpµi_.~ :of _
l µndne,s."
:. ~.·
., ...
·- rhere·~ two.:JJilrposeS'
behind it," Crowe said. •[To
prqmoteJ.the philosophy behind the· message ·and -to·
make people··):~alize· that
they do read•b111bo ariU." ,,.
Crowe's companyh_a s·250
billboards
·.the Cabell/
Wayne area; The "Cotiiin;.fa
Rana9JI1 ~ of~Kipdness"
mes~~g~ will,be placed-: on
some empty bi1lboards over
the next-few months.
1
"We wanted something a
little · bit different;- Crowe
said. · ;" ·
.
·· Students' irld staff meni.:
hers h~cl some "ideiti ·about
ways random .acts of kindness could 'be "committed~
for them. :
·,
"Send. me flowers," said
Tiffany Co~trell, Huntingt.on
freshman. "It doesn't have
tobe roses-just daisies with
a nice note attached saying
that someone cares."
·Ju.lie Pratt, Bridgeport
junior, said, "Cancelmy test
on Thursday. Pay my bil~s
for me for a month."
Carl Grubb, Huntington
sophomore, wants someone
to do his homework.
Convenience was on the
minds ofsome students. Ted
Altizer, Huntington senior,
wants a locker on campus.
"Reserve me a parking
_place around here," said Jason Adkins, West Hamlin
senior.
One student wanted a designated driver.
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By Robert Taylor
Reporter
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Mcwhorter' Outdoor Adve,rtlslng Company,.. located 9n 4th Avenue and Hal Greer
dlsplays an.Inspiring message on Its bllfbc,ard Boutevard.
. .
. .
._

~ 'I.

•

A billboard Jocated on 4th Avenue asks citizens to commit

random acts of kindness.
•rd be happy if someone ' "Givemeabreak,"saidAnne
would drive me and my boy- , Mol!cer, box ofti~e mana_ger for
friend around for a night," said · the Marshall Artist.a Senes and
Barbara McDonald, Hunting- mother of a ~wo-year-old boy.
ton' sophomore. "Just taxi us 'Take my child for a couple of
around to anywhere we'd like hours."
to go."
For some students kindness
Cheryl Eversole, Van sopho- means cleanliness. "Wash my
more,requestedahome-eooked car," said Christi Vallance,
dinner. •it would be nice to Ashland sophomore.
have it waiting for me when I
"Clean my bathroom," said
get home.".
Colleen Balter, Moundsville
Several students want child junior.
care assistance.
Some students were willing
"'Raise my adolescent child," to commit random acts ofkindsaid Debby Malone, Hunting- neBSfor others. Cottrell offered
ton junior.
to provide transportation for

I

•

•

someone who might not have
the opportunity to go out.
McDonald was willing to
pay someone's parking tick-

et.

..

Grubb, whose hobby is .
martial arts, offered to teach
someone self-defense.
Moncer would spend time
with someone who might be
lonely.
·
-rhere are all kinds ofkind
things you can do for people," she said.
Malone wouldhelp feed the
homeless. Adkins said she
would "help the elderly more,
like tny grandma."
·Eversole said her act of
kindness was to answer this
reporter's questions.

A study by the Mariposa End
Research Foundation reveals
not all condoms offer the same
degree of pro~tion. ·
The ~ariposa Foundation, a
C~lifoniia non-profit organization, tested several brands of
condoms for viral leakage.
Edward Goodstein of the
Mariposa Foundation said,
"Given today's STD and AIDS
cnsis, it is essential that government agencies and research
organizations study the effectiveness ofcondoms in preventing the spread of infection."
The Mariposa study was conducted as a follow-up and control to an earlier National Institute of Health study by the
USC and UCLA medical centers.
The study tested 31 brands
ofcondoms for the greatest protection against STD and a form
ofHIV. The study ranked Mentor condoms the first in protection against STD and the HIV.
Two brands of Ramses condoms ranked second and two
brands of Gold circle condoms
were third. "Subsequent to this
study, Mentor was bought out
by Carter Wallace and the top
ranked Mentor condom is no
longer sold," Goodstein said.
Marshall's student health
center offers Lifestyle brand
condoms for student.a who attend a seminar about safe sex
and condom use.
Judy Sites, receptionist for
student health center, said,
•After a student completes the
seminar, the student will receive a card that enables them
to receive condoms."
Sites said the Lifestyle brand
had a problem before, but were
recalled. A new Lifestyle condom is distributed.
Sites said, "We were given
the Lifestyles from the state,
and they said the condom was
safe and the state supports their

use."

Today and Today
Only!
Fine Free Book Day
Bring back your over-due
library books to the Morrow
Library and pay no fines!
Sponsored by Student Government Association
and the James E. Morrow Library
•

"\~,~ 12 sessions

t::,9

with

$30

FREE Accelerator

nr1~l11ter114ttio,u.d

.~
A

·
10" .. l)l'-,l OL :\ I
"ith \IL I.IJ.,

Now open m the
Huntington Malt Located
by the Center Fountain.
736-0667
Layaway Available

We Have 4 16" X 20" For $25 Everyday
FRAMEDART
• Ansel Adams
• Native American
• African American Art
• Nagel's
• Black Religious Art
• Marilyn, Elvis, James Dean
• Animals (Wolves, etc.)
* Sports
•Dogs Playing Pool
• Harley Davidson
" Neons
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
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Area International Folklanden, Ten Penny Bit, The
all outgoing correspondence,
By John IL Coriell
GTegarioua Earl ofEJkview,
and answering the phone.
Reporter
The Thundering Herd has · juggling sensation Tim DorWills said she is evaluated "I tell everybod1 I'm a den
"They simply call me 'mom•.• on job performance annually. mother·to 200 cadets."
another reason to wear caa, and •the musical deft.-i tell everybody rm a den . She said she. has.lJad an outgreen.
_
ne11 of Sally Hawley.
Joyctt L MIiis
mot~er to 200 cadets: said standing r.atmg on ever.,.eval·•Food fun music: and Genuinelrishfood,includJoyce
B.
W'ills,
military
peruation.
.
.
,
~
·
.
Anny ROTC penonnel
green ~ r wiil all be ~ail.: ing corned beef sandwiches,
sonnel clerk for the Army · ._•Joyce Wills iJ:the most de- clerk
·able.this Th~fu ~
.'. . ~risl_i-stew, ~d Irish _green
~OTC. -Jdohaveatendencyto:: ~dable~~ ~f ~· -_ver·
Avenue •cl-. ·from·,'li.th _po~~. wiUbe available, , mother.• ..
-·
. · · · ·' · :w9'rked ·with;" · n.icl 'United
Street to 10th-Street to eel• Nelson said.
Wills recently observed her · 'Statei >¢my Captain Thomas
.
brate St. Patriclt'i
"'We'llal1,0have:~iilthe
20th annivenary u a civilian.:: C. 'Gibbings. -She doea a ~ branches of the service.
· Johnette:Nelson~.a:ctivities .. Univeaitya favorite color
employee with the Unite-d:',,inarkable'jobt ·' •. ·· .~-·
:·.: Shehaa seenover300cadets
_e uordmato~Hun-,: -.grefJD,~ Nelson said.
States Army. Her assignment ..: .>Wtlbt;ai4~'.9(~~ banltst. commillioned u second lieuis from Fort Knox, K_y.
· ·· .·parts about her,:wo• i4i work- ~ t in the Army. Two of
. tmgtoirJ>uk'ancfR~reatio11 ..:The ~ host._and paFor her service to th~ Army ·,
with 0a dift'e-t poup ·of . these officers returned to Mar. D i ~ aid.. ·' ·.
· · .· nulem'.arshalloft,h.e•Awea~ •
and the universiS;people.!'CUW"Jy.~~tar ahall W teach
of
,. .. The Seventh -Annual ''!'A nn' ~
a- the GTeen· will be
ROTC, Dr. Calvin A..
· ..of ofticen , and noncomniis- · theDepartmentof"MititarySci. : ur
.~·· • iv
.,,.·· ;..__;_...:ll.•' --.:n ~. 'Circuit
Coµnb'. J~.
.,,eanJl
V '"~ un,,::11,, ~ .I U ,
.. .
. .
sented her with a
· '.- aionedficera't hat work in the ence for the university.
:· · : .·sta,J:t. at: 5
~th three : ·()'Hanlon, Ne_leon ~d. , ..
University ·wristwatcli. The ·office are in. aa •e ducational
During her tenure at the uni~ ·
· ditfffl!nt~qfent.erwn-. ~,.~~~- P~sDay
Cadre presented Wills wit& a pbaa.-oftheirmilitary careers. ·versity two former cadets have
ment.,The ~ e-i(lellwill,, . ('eleljratioolS aponaored by, · cake, and took her to lunch ·a t ·-· Many ue •working on- their bee!l killed in the )ine of duty.
.begin:at 7 .p.m.'. .
·-· ·.·. '.the ~ter Park ,a nd~
.Olivds.
.
-master•-d ~ , while.otlie':'8 . •1r,~ like losing a friend, and
Liveentertainmentwill be nation District, Huntington
Wills said she had worked in . are seeldng~ra~ de;rees ~r . th•~ 11 one « t h e ~ peo)?le
found-at varioua locationa .
Street Stone and Tho.Qther fields before taking the bachelors d ~ s'. After tbe1r do!l t understand,• Wills said.
FederalCivilServiceEu.Jn,but ~mmitment at the university . Alotofthecadetalh;atcome
along Third Aventie: · .·. , ·:mas Department -Store,
said she hautayed in this field 11 ful_.fi}led they move on tooth- . m here for the first time ~
Nelsonsaidtheentertain-· . Mack and Dave'a, Twenti"'because it's such a rewarding er nulitary ve11ture1.
young and shy. I work with
ment· will include Dale eth S~t Barut, Olivers,
expe · ence •
-it's aort.of like gradwmne these cadets on a personal lev<YJones I: the Irish Set~ra, One'Valley Barut, Heritage
nd : •
d
rkin
from h•""' school or
el as far as paperwork is conPoteen, Challey ·Erb and - Sta1:ton Restaurant,and the
.H er uties me1u e WC?
g Wills ~ •A lot of the peopie cemed, and I putt.ogethertheir
Beth White, the Tri-State Radisson Hotel.
with cadet records, servmg as I
k 'th
.th •
te. application for employment
te
dmiriistr to
th
wor wi go e1r separa
sys m a
a r. on . e ways~ and I never see them that ~ts them commissi~ned
computersystem, workingwith again so I gueu it's sad from a as a~ve or re~rve duty. .
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - certain standpoint.•
Wills has ~eived ~ official
Since working at Marshall commendatio~ for d~mg well
. h d 'gh •
on command inspection. She
sh e h as a e1 t_differ~ntcom- alsohasreceivedaperformance
~ande~ and e1g~t different certificate signed by the Briga1mmediate supel'Vl1ors. The of- dier General of the United
ficers and NCO's come from all States Army 2nd Region.
lly Healher #. Peal
Reporter ·
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Clerk calls civil service
rewarding experience

Huntington goes green
for St. Patrick's Day

. ......

9

·Day: -,

:z·

:me

Dan

p.m.

u_,.,,,.._.

Main

college'""

Super-Matrix
Perm Special

$32.95

Aw

.

(Special wraps
& longer hair $10 extra)

Available for Summer

Executive House Apts.,
. 1424 3rd. Ave., offer 1 BR
apts. with central heat/air,
off-street parking and lots
of closets. Quiet. No pets.
$350/mo. + DD. cail 529-0001
522-6877 or
. 528-7976

wmatrix•
ESSENTIALS

Dffiign it Copy it Fax it
Bind it And now, Ship it

I
I
I
I
I

SAVE 20o/o ON ANY FINISHING SERVla ..

Kinko's listed aft<! save 2~ off the regular price ofany of our finishing services, including
binding, cutting, drilling, folding, laminating, padding, or stapling. One coupon per customer per
visit. NOi valid with other offers. Good through May 6, 1994.

kinkcn·
Your br.mch office

Open 24 hours a day. 7 days a week.
1452 4th Avenue, Huntington, WV• 529-6110

L ______

.,.,.s-t,y9'1'1'ioeisavaillblo

______

Faci ,1b

Possibility-to earn
FREE skin care
products & cosmetics
(leave message on
machine)

,-------------------7
Before you send your document off to its final destination, finish it in style. Bring this ad into the

Comp 1i11w11 t ;,i r~·

Call 697-8314

Pressed for time? We have good news. Kinko' s provides you convenient
24 hour access to Federal Express delivery service. With pick up on
Saturdays•, just about everything you need to get your shipment packaged
and ready to go... and a secure place to leave it. All with rw surcharges from
Kink.o's.Your branch office has always been the best place to get your
documents finished. And now we're your best bet after they're finished.

I
I
I

For Thesis or Dissertation
Discount for MU Students
Call 696-3079

· a Fall bc-giooiog May 15

No appointment necessary
just walk-in

.1

ANALYZE DATA

1

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

_J

No. 1 Seeds in the 1994 NCAA Tournament
East - North Carolina Tar Heels
Southeast - Purdue Boilermakers
Midwest - Arkansas Razorbacks
West - Missouri Tigers
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Thundering Herd has 'big' future
Walker and Robinson could be a huge force for MU
ByBretGlbaon
Staff Writer

"Both can be outstanding football players potentially."

Holding back over 630
pounds is almost impossiblefor
any human to do, but for the
NCAA, it's as easy as Proposition 48.
And for the Marshall football team, that 630 pounds
comes in the form of 6-1 275poundJohnny Robinson and 64, 355-pound Kane Walker.
The two had to sit out of the
1993 season and are now exempt from spring drills.
"We have had them in an offseason program with lifting
and running, which any student can do: said Head Coach
Jim Donnan. "But as far as
actual drills, none ofthose guys
can actually go out there."
Under NCAA rules,
Robinson and Walker are not
allowed to practice with the
Herd at any time until they
complete their grades for the
1994tenn.
"It was b(lrd not practicing
with the team, but seeing them
practice would hurt," said
Walker, an Ellenwood, Ga.,
native. "Game days were the

Herd offensive coordinator Chris SceHo
hardest part. I just wanted to
be out there."
Kane(pronouncedkah-NAY)
will battle for an offensive line
job this fall, and Robinson, an
Apopka High (Fla.) graduate,
will compete for defensive line
duty.
"I just want to go in there
and compete," Robinson said.
"Last year, I could have helped
on the line because it was getting thin late in the year."
Both players were highly
sought after coming out ofhigh
school. Robinson was recruited
by Florida Sta~ and Georgia
Southern and Walker received
interest from Miami and
Florida State.
Robinson originally signed
with Georgia Southern, but he
said the Eagles would not accept Prop 48s, so he opted for
the Thundering Herd.
"Kane isdoingwellin school,"
said offensive coordinator Chris
Scelfo. "He's workinghard and

that's what we're looking for.
Johnny has high expectations
and has met all ofhis goals he
has set for himself. Both can be
outstanding football players
potentially."
Comingfrom the south, both
players admit it is hard ac:ijusting to a much colder climate in
West Virginia, but the two are
content with Marshall.
Robinson and Walker were
dealt personal setbacks,
though, when Missouri omitted the Herd from its schedule
for the 1994 season.
"I was waiting for that day,"
Walker said. "I was disappointed when they dropped us."
Now they can only wait until Sept. 3 when MU opens its
season with Morehead State.
"We feel like both Kane
Walker and Johriny Robinson
have hit tremendous strides in
their academics and they'll be
able to help us next year,"
Donnan said.

One 14'' large
''All Meats''

Kane Walker (standing) and Johnny Robinson (sitting) could
be Mure Herd standouts on the offensive and defensive llnes.

FAST, FREE
DELIVERY

$8?!
Additional toppings 95¢ each.
Not valid with any other coupon.
Valid only at participating stores.
- -

- -

- -

-

- -

- - -

- - -

- - -

.- -

- -1

14" large
one item
& breadsticks
I.

$7?~
Additional toppings 95¢ each.
Not valid with any other coupon.
Valid only at participating stores.

-----------------------

Two 14'' large
one item pizzas

$9?t
Additional toppings 95¢ each.
Not valid with any other coupon.
Valid only at participating stores.

1

• I

Serving
Huntington &
Marshall Campus
1525 9th Ave.

I;,
I

525-7222
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Errors: Lady;Herd's dilemma
Mistakes, nerves continue to haurit Marshall's young softball .team
a, C.R. Vincent
Reporter

''We need to get supportfrom
The Lady Herd softball team our administrators to help us
will try-to rebound against Rio out in field maintenance and
~ande in a doqbleh~ad~ at·2 we didn't get that."
·

p;m. today at.Rotary Park after losing a pair Saturday
Coach Louie Bemdt ·
against West Virginia
Wesleyan.
·
MarshallbeatRioGrandein . have contributed to how the
the fall, but Head Coach Louie team played,,,· Berndt said. "I
Berndt said both teams have . think the kids were pretty nerhad time to adjust since then. vous to play in front of [such a
"We have some new talent. large] home crowd. They were
Wehavemovedpeoplearound. shell-shocked. They could not
rm sure they have had time to . perform to their capability." ·
practice and get strong~r," he
Because Marshall's softball
said.
.
field has not been completed
Berndt said there was not ,yet, The Lady Herd coaching
. much positive for the Herd in ~taff is . at a disadvantage,
either game Saturday.
·
Berndt said.
"There was not a whole lot of
"We only have 15 minQ.tes
good. [In the first game] we prior to the next game to go
had three ~ts an~ t~o errors. over the first game, get a new
~ey had eight hits, Berndt • line-up ready, get the pitcher
,d.l_r,ect
.. lon:ourteam.l s .
said.
. ready and make the necessary ·
H'!'t
She said that the second . adjustments." . .
game was not much better as
The team also has to worry
_The Lady Herd had .seven er- . about personal needs and
rors.
.
· warm-up in that time and the
"We can not afford to make coaches must take care of the
that many errors in a game," fi.eld at Rotary Park, she said.
Be,mdt said.
.
.
"We need to get support from
. "It doesn't matter who you our administrators to help us
are.playing. We were-not men- out in field maintenance and
··tally focused throughout the wedidn'tgetthat,"Bemdtsaid.
whole game." .
"Hopefully, for [today's]
. "The! out hit us..They,,had game, from a coaching .s tand
eight hits and we had two, she point, we won't have to worry
said. All eight ofWest Virginia about the little things that need
Wesleyan's runs were . unearned.
Photo by Shannon Guthrie
An estimated 250 people at~
Freshman Ellen Greenslah got her11rst colleglate hh'agalnst tended the Lady Herd's first
West Virginia Wesleyan In the Saturday's do.ubleheader.
· home game. "The crowd may some help for today's game.
,,,;;/::'}\':'(\,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,........ ··

•.:·.·i~
..

Donovan: high. expectations
New coach looking for hard-working Marshall hoopsters
a, Penny K. Copen
Reporter

a

"We are starting new year with a clean slate."
He has visited Huntington;
BIiiy Donovan
Marshall and his team: Billy
Donovan is now looking forward to his tenure with the position he will need to fill.
.
Thundering Herd.
Donovan said that the team
'1 was impressed with the will be starting from a clean
enthusiasm displayed by the slate. He is not concerned with
fans and the excitement about what has happened during the
Marshall basketball: Donovan past four years.
said.
"The guys that work the
Donovan said he realizes that har!,iest and pick up the sys-he has a tough chore ahead. tem the quickest are the ones
During the past four years the who will be playing."
Herd has only won 46 of their
The fact that Shawn Moore
111 games.
has been a leading scorer for
"It's going to be difficult-but the team and Malik Hightower
I think that if the players are-- wa& the former Southern Conwilling to work and want.to go · ference Freshman of the Year
out as champions then we can are not going to matter when
do it," Donovan said.
basketball season begins this
The Herd will return eight November.
seniors along with freshman
"I don't care who the leading
red-shirt Shea Fleenor and ·scorer was, who had the most
Prop 48 freshman Thad minutes, assists or rebounds/'·
Bonapart. Three scholarships Donovan said. "We are startare available for new players. ing a new year with a clean
Donovan said he has been con- slate."
sidering candidates for those
·Donovan said he and his wife,
positions.
Christine, are looking forward
"fm looking for people who to coming to Huntington and
want to play and are excited to working with Marshall.
play for Marshall," Donovan
"I want to re-establish the
said. "fm looking for guys who winning tradition at Marshall
Malik Hlghtower's status as a
want to help us accomplish our and bring the fans back to the three-yearstanerwlll
not earn
goals."
Henderson Center."
the senior guard special
The Rick Pitino protege said
Christine said her husband
he realizes the point guard po- was thrilled with the opportu- treatment from Donovan.
sition does nothave much depth nity to coach the Herd.
Marshall's exciting style ofplay
on the team and that is one
-ile's hoping to bring back to the Henderson Center."

Marshall sweeps
Georgia Southern
Herd takes two from SC champs
a, Rick Elmore
Reporter
.Matt Spade struck out
eight and Rick Paugh gave
up three hits and struck out
10 in the doubleheader
sweep of Georgia Southern
at Winfield High Field.
Spade earned his second
victory in three decisions by
pitching all nine innings in
theHerd's5-1 victoryin the
opener. The only run against
Spade was a Kevin Hallman
home run in the sixth inning.
·
·
Spade's teamma~s added
some defense in turning
three d.ouble plays against
the Eagles;
.
MU took a 1-0 lead in the
second inning when Brent
Burke drove in Aaron
Ferguson with a single.
Burke later had ~ RBI
double in the fourth, R;BI
single in the sixth, and a
solo Jlome run in the eighth.
Kurt Henzler added a solo
home run in the seventh inning.
Paugh went the distance
in the second game which
was only seven-innings.
MU scored the games only
run when Allen Osborne led
off the third inning with a

single. Osborne then stole
second and went to third on
a Burke ground out. Todd
Ross then singled, driving
in Osborne.
Osborne's run snapped a
streak of 18 consecutive
scoreless innings for GSU
. pitcher Tim Roth.
The victory was Paugh's
first of the year in three decisions, and improved the
Herd's record to 4-5 overall
and 4-3 in the Southern Conference.
·
_ "To beat the defending
(Southern Conference)
champion twice js a bigboost
· toourprogram,"HeadCoach
Howard McCann said.
The victories snapped a
six-ga111e losing streak for
the Herd against Georgia
South.em.
"We received outstanding
pitching from Spade and
. Paugh," McCann said.
"V{e got great defense all
arQund, some very timely
hitting and big home runs
from
Henzler
.'and
Ferguson."
The Herd's next game is
today at 1 p.m. against Pittsburgh and will be played at
Winfield due to the wet
grounds at St. Cloud Commons.

t _
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CATFISH

Man of the Woods
Catfish philosophy is simple: "God an almost hypnotic rhythm. His amazfirst, people next, Catfish last."
ing memory becomes evident when he
That is how Clarence Frederick Gray, recites, word for word, hundreds of the
better known as "Catfish Man of the 18,000 letters that decorate his walls.
Woods," feels about strangers who apEach letter is from a satisfied cuspear on the doorstep of his humble, tomer claiming to be cured from varitwo-room shack.
ous diseases by ingesting an herbal
Catfish, now 77 years old, is part of remedy Catfish calls "bitters." The bita long tradition ofAppa;
ters, made out of bloodlachian herbal medicine
root, wild cherry bark,
men. His "bitters," an · ·
and 18 other herbs, sell
herb remedy he pre- ·
for a dollar a bag.
scribes for everything
"Five of those herbs
from ulcers to cancer,
cure cancer, but medical
have attracted visitors
profession ignores this
from around the world. ...
because a lot of doctors
"'New people are comare getting rich searching all the
ingforcancer cures,"
time and I
"My mother took the herbs and she died
just got to
.L •
u
7'
he he says.
be
new laugnang at 99-,ears-o,u. At 0-yean-old, 1
Catfish
recomwith them.
married her third hsuband. She married
mends
So, fd say another man when she was 98-year,-old and
taking 1/4
if I'm alh'
. h lf
,,
most dead,
wore im out in a1. a year.
teaspoon
I'll
be
ofArmand
pretty alive ifl got some people around Hammer Baking Soda mixed in an
me," he says.
eight-ounce glass of water after each
Catfish is not hard to find. His 8 l/2- meal, "for the remainder of your life.•
by--4 l/2 shack is just 20 miles from
"When people had sody in the beans,
Huntington, near the tiny hamlet of sody in the biscuits, sody in the groundGlenwood. Down the gravel road that hog, sody in the chicken, all the people
leads to hishome, weather._ten signs were well. People worked like bulls all
with "Catfish" painted in black point day, raised big families, and barnthe way.
danced till 4 o'clock in the morning A rusty piece of machinery, with all because they used sody in the food."
large circular gears, occupies a promiCatfish sums up his herbal philosonent position in front of his home-as phy with his uaual simplicity.
if it is on public display.
With animated gestures resembling
His shack, made of rough lumber, an energetic auctioneer, he says, "You
appears as though it has been pieced are what your are. And what you eat is
together throughout the years.
what you are. If you eat the foods that
About a dozen homemade weather kill you, you're gonna be dead. And if
vanes, along with 30 gallon oil barrels you eat the foods that get you alive,
and boxes ofassorted shapes and sizes, you're gonna be alive. That's just all
give a first-time visitor a lot to survey. there is to it."
- Inside, the fast-talking folk healer
pulls oft' his brown toboggan and explains how he earned his nickname.
"I caught 21 washtubs full of catfish
in a waterhole where 500 other people
were trying to get 'em and couldn't in 1942.
"The workers at the DuPont named
me Catfish because I sold all them
fishes _at the DuPont Company. '11ley
named me that on the day I got married, so that was the only time Iknowed
of a man getting his name changed on
the day he got married."
Catfish claims that knowledge about
the herbs and their healing power runs
through the roots of his family tree.
"The knowledge was handed down to
me from my great-great-granddaddy, .
to my great-great-granddad, to my .
granddad, to mother and then to me.
"My mother took the herbs, and she
died laughing at 99-years-old. At 70years-old, she married her third husband. She married another man when
she was 98-years-old and wore him out
in half a year."
Catfish speaks very rapidly, rattling
oft'names of herbs and remedies with
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Story by David K. Sowards/ Photos 1,y Shannon Guthrie

catfish
throws his
head back
In
laughter
at his
home In
Glenwood.
Hats an

herbal
medicine
man.

catfl8h
opens a
UCk full
of hla $1
bag of
bitters. He
says

bitters
CU'9many
dl1111ae.

